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Consolidated Index - 7
avyakatat and pursha
ii. external gods and 13 internal gods
iii. installation of Shiv Lingam at centre
of the mystic symbol
(Published by M/s Unicon
iv. 120 years cycle
Foundation Trust)
v. wheel of cause Brahman
5. Sri Gorakshako Upnishad
I ANCIENT WISDOM FEATURES
6. Sthapatya, Sankhiya and Ganit
1. Ancient Wisdom
7. Sri-Sri- Shiv- Maha- Puran
2. Scriptures formats
8. Urge of transcendental glimpse of
i. Om
Vedic mathematics
ii. Ved
9. Transcendental worlds flourishing
iii. Idol of Lord Brahma
as Brahm Jyoti
iv. Idol of Lord Shiv
10. Manifested format to their
v. Incarnations of Lord Vishnu
transcendental bases
vi. Measure and measuring rod
11. Triloky and Trinity of Gods
vii. Shad- Chakra format of human body
12. Perfecting intelligence
viii. Vishwa Rupa
13. Twenty six meters range
ix. Trishapta (3 and 7)
14. Numbers Value format
x. Things transform with attention at
15. Format of Ganita Sutras
origin
3. Aspects of woring rules
2 GANITA SUTRAS
i. (1, 2, 3, 8)
ii. 03 to 13
Introductory
4. Aspects of formats
Ganita Sutra-1
i. Vyakat, Avyakat, avakato-

VEDIC MATHEMATICS
(ORGANIZATION FORMAT OF
GANITA SUTRAS)
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Ganita Sutra-2
Ganita Sutra-3
Ganita Sutra-4
Ganita Sutra-5
Ganita Sutra-6
Organization core
Ganita Sutra-7
Ganita Sutra-8
Ganita Sutra-9
Ganita Sutra-10
Ganita Sutra-11
Reverse orientation
Ganita Sutra-16
Ganita Sutra-15
Ganita Sutra-14
Ganita Sutra-13
Ganita Sutra-12
3 GANITA UPSTURAS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introductory
Reflection operation
Half Two
Transition from Upsutra-1 to
Upsutra-2
5. Transition from Upsutra-2 to
Upsutra-3
6. Transition from Upsutra-3 to
Upsutra-4
7. Transition from Upsutra-4 to
Upsutra-5
8. Ganita Upsutra-5
9. Central core
10. Upsutras 10 to 13
11. Thirteen edged cube
4 LESSONS FOR SELF LEARNERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Counting with rule
Mathematics activity
Numbers cone
Negative numerals
Numbers cone
Replacement of bigger numerals
Addition of two digigs number
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8. Multiplication of two digits
Number
9. Focus: Ganita sutra-1
10. Applied values of Ganita Sutras
11. Sankhiya nishtha and yoga nishta
12. Domain boundary ratio
13. Geometric components
Formulations of interval, square
& cube (a+2)n , n = 1, 2, 3
14. Existence of higher space
15. Outward and inward expansions
16. Geometries of 3 space
17. 2n+1 geometries of n space
18. Requirement of 960 cubes to net 6-space
19. Writing tables the Vedic
mathematics way
20. Different place value systems
21. Vedic mathematics, science and
Technology
22. Glimpses of domains ahead
5 ANNEXURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Devnagri alphabet
Devnagri alphabet format
Devnagri alphabet script formats
Ganita Sutras text
Ganita Upsutras text
Sutras text words
Upsutras text words
Sutras and Upsutras text letters
Consolidated Sutras consonants
Distribution
10. Consolidated Sutras vowels
Distribution
11. Consolidated Upsutras consonants
Distribution
12. Consolidated Upsutras vowels
Distribution
13. Sutras letters formats
14. Upsutras letters formats
15. Consolidated tables
16. Sutras Vedic code value
17. Sutras numbers values formats
18. Structural features sum up
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19. Parallel to order of creation
20. Structural steps sutras format-1
21. Structural steps sutras format-2
22. Structural steps artifices format-1
23. Structural steps artifices format-2
24. Hyper cubes sequence-1
25. Hyper cubes sequence-2 & 3
26. Hyper cubes sequences -4
27. Transcendental Basis of Vedic
Mathematics

Foreword
Nature destined me to be a child of highly
religious parents having accepted Arya Samaj as
way of life. Since childhood during worship
prayers and Yajnas, we have continuously been
given traditional faith sermons as that Vedas are
the source Scriptures of all the Truthful
knowledge. Without question, it has gone in our
psyche that seed of all positive Sciences,
Technologies and Mathematics is well preserved
in Vedas. Also that the Sanskrit is the Mother
language of all languages accepted by Human
mind. Though at occasions, during intellectual
discussions, the subject of Vedas attracted the
Mathematicians, Scientists and Technologists but
topic stood closed in helplessness for want of any
leads for further exploration. Never the less, all
this while, our faith in this august philosophy has
not been diluted.
Now, after a lapse of about three decades, I
again have the privilege to be in company of my
uncle Dr. S. K. Kapoor. My Bliss found no bound
knowing that really there are enough positive
leads, which if pursued genuinely, the keys to the
lost links for reviving the Vedic systems to its
original glory. These hidden treasures can be
positively available for our generation and for the
coming Generations with more tangible results.
It is with this harmony that we, sitting in our
Unicon Foundation Trust decision making
committee, have resolved to publish the present
book: Vedic Mathematics (Organization format
of Ganita Sutras), authored by Dr. S. K. Kapoor,
for us. We are thankful to Dr. S. K. Kapoor, for
such a wonderful work, which we are publishing
as our first of the Foundation Book Series.
We are determined to take all possible steps
within our reach to disseminate this wonderful
Discipline of Knowledge. We will take all
desired steps for research, and to consolidate this
astonishing material for trainers to train teachers
and to guide research scholars. We, at Unicon
Foundation are giving our little contribution to
the great promise of Vedic systems for creative
intelligence for the young minds to make it a
wonderful reality.
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Once again we convey our gratitude and
respect to Dr. S. K. Kapoor, Ved Ratan, for his
kind gesture of intellectual service to the
Humanity.
Dated 25-10-2010

Gajender Nagpal
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Preface

The child begins its journey with innocence.
We are under solemn duty to organize our
knowledge instructions for the young minds
ensuring well that these in no way are going to
deviate them from the natural creative
intelligence path. For it, naturally we have to visit
and re-visit the ancient wisdom for ensured
initiatives.
Present study is an exploration in this
direction. The features of the organization format
of Ganita Sutras, as these are emerging, are
indexing good promise. The Sutras ensure
smooth transition from artifices of numbers to
dimensional frames. With it, young minds can be
smoothly transited from 1 to 9, and ahead 9 to 10
onwards in a sequential steps. Further the
transition from ‘1’ to 1 space, ‘2’ to 2 space and
likewise ‘3 to 3 space, and ahead 1 space to line
to interval to digonal to diameter to direction to
circumference, to surface boundary to solid
boundary and solid boundary to hyper- -soild
boundary and so on, to four fold manifestation
layers, five folds transcendental ranges, six fold
self referral systems, seven fold unity state, Asht
Prakrti, Nav Braham, Dash Par Barham, Ekadas
Rudras, Dwadus Adityas as a natural chain of
steps of creative intelligence path.
It is really wonderful that whole range of
knowledge permits organization in terms of
artifices of numbers and dimensional frames.
It is conceptually par excellence that
dimensional frames run parallel to artifices of
numbers, and this being so the manifestation of
the whole range of existence phenomenon is there
along geometric formats and hence of numbers
values and thereby everything gets unified as a
single discipline of knowledge.
This being so, the schooling, in terms of the
chase paths of Ganita Sutras is ensuring to put the
young minds along the creative intelligence
paths. The further promise of the features of
organization formats of Sutras, as that all this as
wholesome package of knowledge being possible
for every one in the shortest possible path and
that too with the least load of instructions, is
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much attractive and cannot be afforded to not to
avail it.
As such, the study results are presented in the
worthy hands and trust of Unicon Foundation. I
am full of faith and hope that all needed steps for
making available this ancient wisdom for the
benefit of the Humanity would be translated soon
as reality at their level and at the level of all those
who are full of knowledge, experience and
resources for the cause of Humanity to be on the
knowledge path.
I am also sure that soon everything would get
institutionalized and the thread of present study
would be picked up to reach the inner folds of the
organization formats of Ganita Sutras.
I am especially thankful to Sh. Subhash
Nagpal, the Innovations vertical head of Unicon
for such an initiatives to have crystalized features
of Ganita Sutras as a first step for creative
intelligence path for further research leads for
applied values and for acutal class room
instructions. Also I bring on record my
appreciation of the help provided by S/sh. Gaurav
Budhiraja and Deepak Girdhar.

24-10-2010

Dr. S. K. Kapoor

— Author

